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Mr. DUNNE—We shall occupy, if your Honor

please, the usual hour, to be divided between Mr. Huf-

faker and myself; and I shall endeavor to make this

opening statement as brief as possible.

This case as it comes here is represented by a very

bulky transcript of two volumes; but I think I can state



the salient features of the case briefly, so that you can

readily grasp the points involved in this writ of error.

The action was commenced upon a written contract,

for breach of contract. The Occidental Mining Com-

pany came into Judge Hawley's court in Nevada, ac-

cused the Comstock Tunnel Company of having

broken its contract, and asked to be awarded damages

in the sum of $127,000. What was the contract, and

what was the breach assigned?

The Sutro Tunnel, as your Honors remember, goes

back in its history to an Act of Congress passed in 1866,

by which certain rights-of-way were granted to Mr.

Sutro, his successors and assigns, for the construction

of a tunnel to pass through these lodes, a draining and

exploring tunnel, as it was called, for mining purposes.

The assumption was that this tunnel—and the evidence

justified the assumption—that this tunnel was to be a

real and substantial benefit to the mining industries of

Nevada, in a very large sense that it would drain these

mines of water, which seemed to be a prominent feature

in the idea of the tunnel ; and it was provided in the

Act of Congress that any mine which was benefited by

this tunnel in the way of drainage or in the way of be-

ing assisted in its explorations, such a mine should pay

as compensation to the tunnel people a royalty, so-

called. How this royalty was to be assessed the Act

of Congress provided ; that is to say, the tunnel owners

and the owners in a majority of value in the mines

which were benefited by the tunnel, should by some

sort of convention among themselves agree upon the



royalties that should be paid. The mine owners and

the tunnel owners came together, and the royalties were

fixed and assessed.

One of the mines interested in the tunnel and in this

question of royalties was the Occidental Mining Com-

pany, the plaintiff in the Court below. That company

went on with its explorations, with its mining industry;

and it was claimed by the Sutro Tunnel Company that

an account in favor of the Sutro Tunnel for some ten

thousand dollars, in round numbers, had accrued due

for royalties from .the Occidental Mining Company to

the Sutro Tunnel Company, royalties which had not

been paid, and which were due by reason of benefits

which had accrued to the Occidental mining properties

from this tunnel. The Occidental Mining Company

said, "We don't owe you anything at all; it is all a mis-

take this claim of yours against us for royalties; you

have not benefited our mine; within the provisions of

the Act of Congress assessing royalties against bene-

fited mining properties we don't come"—and they dis-

puted the whole proposition.

While that question of royalties as between the Oc-

cidental Mining Company and the tunnel people was

hung up in the air, it came into the minds of the Occi-

dental mining people that it would be a good idea to

prospect, explore and work their mining property by a

drift from the Sutro Tunnel. Here was the tunnel

running along through the earth ; and over to the left

(to put this thing very crudely) at some distance was

the property of the Occidental Mining Company, in its



lower levels below the surface of the earth. Instead of

coming down from the surface of the earth through a

shaft, the Occidental people got the idea that they

could walk in through this tunnel; and if an elbow or

an arm were extended out to the left from the tunnel

in the direction of their property, a sort of smaller tun-

nel—what these mining men call a drift; if that drift

were run from the tunnel in the direction of their prop-

erty, they could come in through the tunnel, go through

the drift, reach their property, prospect and explore it

in that way; and they turned round to the Tunnel Com-

pany people and they said, "Look here; we will pay

you these outstanding royalties, ten thousand dollars, if

you will take the ten thousand dollars that we give you

and expend it in opening up this drift, which will make

our mining deposits accessible to us; and if it is going

to cost any more to run this drift, why, we shall pay

you the excess cost; the royalties that we pay you must

be expended in developing this drift; any further ex-

pense that you are put to, we are willing to pay you,

whether it be for the drift proper or whether to have

cross-cuts to one side or the other of the drift."

That was the contract called "Contract A" in this

record, of date September, 1891. The Sutro Tunnel

Company, or its successor in interest the Comstock

Tunnel people, went on with this drift for a thousand

feet. The Tunnel Company had the option to prolong

the extension for a second thousand feet. They never

exercised the option. But the first thousand feet un-

der that contract, of the drift, were run; the contested



royalties, $10,000, were paid; some royalties, amount-

ing to $6,000, which subsequently accrued, were also

paid; all of that money, $16,000, went into the cost

of the development of this lateral tunnel; and in addi-

tion to the $i6,coo of royalties, the Comstock Tunnel

people also expended about $10,000 additional money;

and that total sum of $26,000 or $27,000 represented

the cost of this first' thousand feet of this drift, which

is called the Zadig Drift in this record; that repre-

sented the cost of that drift.

After the drift had extended a thousand feet, the

work ceased. No further extension was made. The

drift lay there, and it passed into a sort of condition of

innocuous desuetude for nine years. No attempt was

made further to explore their mining properties

through this drift by the Occidental Alining Company;

but after eight or nine years, in the year 1899, two new

contracts were made, to which the Occidental 'Mining

Company had a certain legal relation; that is to say,

between the property of the Occidental Mining Com-

pany, which may be crudely represented as the bench

at which your Honors sit; between their mining prop-

erty over there and our tunnel over here, there inter-

vened the property of the Chollar Mining Company,

which may be rudely represented as this table; and

there intervened the property of the Potosi Mining

Company, which may be represented as this railing,

with this distinction: there was no interval separating

the properties; they were contiguous, the one property

touched the other; here was the tunnel, there were the



three mining properties; the Occidental Mining Com-

pany, which was the farthest removed of the three

from the tunnel—that company, its neighbor the Po-

tosi, and its penultimate neighbor, if I may so call the

Chollar Mining Company.

The Occidental and its two neighbors entered into

a written contract, which is "Contract B" in this rec-

ord. And what was that contract? That contract, to

use the language of counsel upon the other side, was

a contract of employment. The Occidental and its

neighbor the Potosi employed the Chollar Mining

Company to extend this old drift, to clean it out and

to extend it the second thousand feet, so as to bring

that lateral tunnel or drift through the under-surface

of the earth and into contact with the ground of the

Occidental Mining Company.

That was the contract made between those three

companies, a contract which counsel describes as a

contract by which the Occidental and its friend the

Potosi employed their neighbor the Chollar Mining

Company to extend this old lateral drift.

Well, now, what did the Chollar Mining Company

do after this second contract, Contract B, was made?

Why, it turned right round to the Tunnel Company

and made the third contract, Contract C; and it is for

a breach of Contract C that this suit is brought. What

was Contract C?

The Chollar (Mining Company said to the Tunnel

Company, "We want to extend this drift. We are

going to do the work ourselves. Years ago, when you



extended this drift from your tunnel a thousand feet,

you did the work. Well, we are going to do the work,

the Chollar Mining Company; we have been

employed by the Occidental and by the Potosi, who

are to contribute two-thirds of the expense; we are to

contribute the other third. We have been employed by

them to run the drift the second thousand feet. Now,

we want you to let our men come in through the mouth

of your tunnel, so that they will have ingress and

egress to and from the drift. We want a room there

at the mouth of your tunnel where these men can

change their clothes, and where they can have the

facilities usual in mining work of this kind for the

laboring men; and we have to get air into this tunnel."

Now, this is where we approach the pinch of the

case. Of course, these men go into this drift under-

ground; they are in there a thousand feet; they must

get air; "the air comes in from the world outside

through the mouth of your tunnel and comes

up to the mouth of this drift, and we must force it

in there by some artificial means, and we want to agree

with you that we shall have the use of your property

in a specific and expressed way: that we shall have

the use of your tunnel for the purposes of machinery,

and the addenda of such machinery to force air into the

drift, so that our men may be able to respire while

they are doing their work." And that user of the

Comstock Tunnel by the employes of the Chollar Min-

ing Company, or the Chollar Company itself, was per-

mitted by an express convention in this Contract C.



And how was it permitted? The Tunnel Company
took its pen and wrote into the contract,

a
in the imme-

diate neighborhood of the mouth of this drift which

you are going to extend the second thousand feet, you

may install an undershot wheel. Down through our

tunnel for some two or three miles there flows a stream

of water, the drainage from the Comstock mines. That

water flowing has the force and power which gravity

gives it. If that water strikes this undershot wheel, it

will make the wheel go round. If you will translate

the motion of this undershot wheel to a fan, and cause

that fan to revolve, and put that fan near the mouth

of the drift, that fan will force the air through the

drift into the place there the men are at work, and they

will have air with which to breathe while they are

excavating this drift/' The installation of an under-

shot wheel and a fan or blower in the immediate prox-

imity of the mouth of the drift, that was the character

of machinery expressly provided for in this contract;

and the power specifically designated in the contract

by which that machinery was to be operated was water

power, expressed in the revolutions of this undershot

wheel.

In other words, the Comstock Tunnel Company,

owning this tunnel, and having the right of property

which could not be taken from it except by due pro-

cess of law or by its voluntary stipulation—the Com-

stock Tunnel Company expressly agreed as to a spe-

cific user of its property, expressly agreed as to a spe-

cific kind of power that should be used in the opera-



tion of that wheel, and expressly agreed to nothing

else in the way of user of its property or in the way of

machinery or power to be used in forcing air into this

drift. The precise language of the contract is very

brief, and I will take the liberty of reading it to the

Court upon that point. "The Comstock Tunnel Com-

pany does hereby give to said Chollar Mining Com-

pany the right to use the water flowing through the

main tunnel of said Comstock Tunnel Company for

power to operate machinery to force air through said

air pipe to the end of said drift as completed, and fur-

nish a blower and wheel to be used in applying said

power and forcing said air into and through said air

pipe." That was the precise contract which was made

between the parties.

Now, if your Honors please, the original drift of a

thousand feet had been constructed under just those

circumstances. The air for the purposes of respira-

tion in the drift had been furnished by just such a con-

trivance: to wit, an undershot wheel, a fan and a

blower. And although this contract which I read to

you does not say in terms that the undershot wheel and

the blower should be in the immediate proximity of

the mouth of the tunnel, yet, under the authorities

cited in the brief, where an indefiniteness of location

or user may be expressed in the contract in that way,

the moment the parties give particularity to that in-

definiteness, the moment they find a locus in quo where-

in to exercise the user, the contract is redeemed by that

matter in pais from any indefiniteness that may arise
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upon the face of the written stipulations. And so far

as the power is concerned, it is expressly stipulated in

the contract that water power shall be the power used

to force air through this drift.

Now, there was the condition of things when Con-

tract C was made; and under those conditions, repeat-

ing the old history of the first thousand feet, they be-

gan to excavate the second thousand feet, the men using

the air furnished by this blower and undershot wheel

as I have already indicated. They ran a few feet in

a straight line; they then ran off some six hundred

feet to the right, a crosscut; and when they got tired of

that kind of exploration, they came back to the original

straight line of the drift and ran it three hundred and

ninety feet. In other words, they ran 990 feet on a

drift—just ten feet less than the contemplated thou-

sand—with this blower and with this undershot wheel.

And what then happened? Well, it is simply an in-

stance of human selfishness, or, to use a better word,

human expediency, undertaking to wrest the terms of a

contract to its own peculiar interests.

Your Honors may remember that a big electric plant

was installed at Floreston up there, tolerably near to

these mines. The use of electricity became somewhat

general upon the Comstock. It was found very con-

venient, as the record shows, to use electric lights in

the mines, as it may be very readily understood; and

these companies bargained with the Floreston plant for

a very large supply of electricity, really more than they

needed. They had, if not money to burn, they had
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electricity to burn. And it occured to them, "Here we

are with our surplus fund of electricity. Whynot sub-

stitute electric power for this undershot wheel and this

blower? We can force the air into the drift much

more economically. We can do the work in less time,

for the men can work longer hours. It is cheaper for

us in point of money; it is cheaper for us in point of

time. Here is our electricity going begging for em-

ployment. Let us take it and substitute it in place of

this undershot wheel and blower." And in order to

accomplish that substitution, they undertook to string

electric wires carrying a voltage of 2200 volts; to string

them from what is called the North Lateral Drift of

the Comstock Tunnel and the C and C Shaft, as it is

called, a distance of three miles from the mouth of

the drift and from the place where the blower was sta-

tioned. They undertook to string these three electric

wires and a telephone wire to boot from the C and C
Shaft down to the mouth of this drift.

If this room were our Comstock Tunnel, three miles

long, the idea was to walk into our tunnel, and without

so much as "By your leave" to put their electric wires

up upon our timbers, to string them along our timbers

three miles, carrying 2200 volts; and down near the

place where our undershot wheel had formerly been

revolving, they were to station a transformer, so it is

called, which would reduce the voltage, so that the

electric power with reduced voltage might be applied

to run the machine drills in the drift and might be used

for the purpose of forcing air.
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Now when they undertook to do that thing, to appro-

priate the property of the Comstock Tunnel Company

to their own use, three miles of it, with this electric

plant, and to put in their transformer and to operate

their machine drills in that way—when they under-

took to do that, Mr. Leonard, the President of the

Company, raised his hand, and he said "Now, just a

moment, gentlemen. We have made a contract with

you for water power, water wheel, fan, blower. We
have never contracted to allow you to use our tunnel,

as distinguished from this drift, for your electric wires,

with all the dangers incident to them, with all the

difficulties when we come to remove our timbers for

the purposes of repairing them; with all those incon-

veniences, difficulties and heads of expense, besides the

unwarranted appropriation of our property without

contract or process of law—before we can tolerate that

condition of things, let us make a new contract, and if

we can formulate some fair and reasonable modus

vivendi upon the subject of the use of electricity in this

tunnel, let us reduce it to writing; our interests are

more or less coincident; we don't want to have un-

necessary friction." That is the spirit breathed

through the correspondence in this record. "But, if

you insist willynilly upon this electric installation in

our tunnel, we will not permit it; we will resist it."

And they built a gate up near the initial point of the

electric installation. The gate was there for but a short

time. It was put there as a sort of physical expression

of their non-consent to the project of electric installa-
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tion; and that project of electric installation covering

three miles of tunnel had no warrant in law or in con-

tract except this water power and fan stipulation which

I have just read to your Honors. Recollect, it was not

a question even of using electric power or agencies in

the drift itself, but of appropriating three miles of tun-

nel without any contractual right.

And because we took that position, and because un-

der this contract we declined to permit this electric

installation through three miles of tunnel, they turned

round and sued us for $127,000. Of that, $100,000 ex-

isted in imagination, and the $27,000 was accounted for

in this way: "The royalties we don't claim," they said.

They generously waived any ground of damage so far

ns the payment of the royalties is concerned. But they

said, "Years ago, when Contract A was executed, com-

pleted and discharged—under that contract we paid

you $17,000 in royalties and about $10,000 in flat cash.

We want that $10,000 back; although the contract has

been executed and consummated for ten years—it has

been an accomplished fact; but we want that $10,000

back. Then, in running this 600-foot crosscut and the

390 feet in a straight line during our operations with

the water wheel and the blower under the second ex-

tension of a thousand feet, we expended $16,000 or

$17,000. $10,000 and $16,000 or $17,000, that makes

$27,000. We want that money back. And we also

want $100,000. We don't say in our complaint what

we want the $100,000 for; but the fertility of resource



of our counsel upon the trial will probably supply any

gap in our pleading of that character."

Now that was the case, and that was the claim.

In the first place, if your Honors please, we make

the point—and I am going to state these matters very

briefly—that the Occidental Mining Company is not

entitled to bring this suit at all, and this upon the ques-

tion of privity of contract.

Recollect, the Occidental Company and its neighbor

the Potosi employed the Chollar Company to do this

work; and if we interfered with anybody in going on

with this drift it was with the Chollar Company, which

does not bring this suit at all. It is brought by the Oc-

cidental Company upon the theory that the contract

with the Chollar Company being for the benefit of a

third person, the Occidental, the Occidental has a right

to come into Court and sue for a breach of the contract.

If it has that right, it may be looked at from two

points of view: the equitable and the legal. If the

right of a stranger to a contract to which he is not a

party—if the right of that stranger to any of the bene-

fits intended for him under the contract arises at all,

it must be by working out an equity through the nom-

inal parties to the contract. In other words, as some of

the books say, the stranger is a cestui que trust; he is

really working out an equity; he has no legal rights un-

der the contract; but the contract being for his benefit,

equity will permit him, looking through forms to the

ulterior realties, equity will permit him to come in

and assert his rights. And if that be so, and if that be
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the philosophy of this doctrine, then counsel is upon

the wrong side of the Court; he should have taken his

Occidental Mining Company into the equity depart-

ment of this Court, upon the equity side of this Court.

But if it be assumed that the question may be de-

termined from the legal side of it, then we say there

was no privity of contract here. The true rule is laid

down in the Sayward case, in which the opinion was

written by his Honor Judge Gilbert; and it is there

said that where the third person who claims under a

contract is interested only incidentally and indirectly

in the contract, he may not avail himself of the rule

which permits a stranger in name to the contract to sue

upon its provisions.

Now in this case recollect the Occidental Mining

Company may say, "We are to be benefited by this

contract between the Chollar Company and the Tun-

nel Company, because it is going to extend this drift

and give us access to our properties." But there is

this special feature about the case: that the Occidental

(Mining Company has its own rights expressed and

safeguarded in an independent contract of employment

with the Chollar Company, and if for any reason the

Chollar Company fails to carry out its contractual

stipulations with the Occidental and the Potosi, the

rights of the Occidental and the Potosi are conserved

in and are measured by that contract. So that the in-

terest of the Potosi or of the Occidental Company in

the contract between the Chollar Company and the

Tunnel Company is indirect, it is incidental; they are
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indirectly and incidentally interested in that contract.

But directly, immediately, they are interested in their

own contract with the Chollar Company—as much so

as I am directly interested in a contract with a man

whom I employ to build my house, and I am only

indirectly and incidentally interested in his contract

with the material-man except in so far as a sort of

statutory equitable action is given the material-man

upon grounds of public policy in rem against my prop-

erty to assert and foreclose his mechanic's lien.

The next proposition that I have to make is some-

thing that I have already expressed in the statement of

the case, namely: that there has been no breach of con-

tract here; that the contract did not provide for any

electric installation or any such user of the premises

of the Comtsock Tunnel Company. The specific

motive power was water power through an undershot

wheel. And if these parties had intended electric in-

stallation, they should have made their contract speak

to that point. In no event, assuming the largest lati-

tude of use to the plaintiff in the way of electric energy

in the drift itself, is there any right by contract to pos-

sess and use three miles of the main tunnel without

compensation?

The next proposition that I call your Honors' atten-

tion to is the question of damages. I have said here

that they claim $10,000, moneys that they have paid

upon the old contract, the first drift, and $17,000 that

they expended themselves in running part of the second

drift of a thousand feet—$27,000. And where do they
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get the $100,000? Well, counsel did make an effort

to found an allegation of that very large amount of

money. "Why," he said, "we have been prevented

from going on with this work of excavation, from run-

ning this drift;" and that is the keynote of his whole

argument—prevention; "we have been prevented from

running this drift. If we can't get to our properties

through the drift, we must come down through the

surface. In order to come down from the surface, we

shall have to sink a three-compartment shaft that will

cost us $200,000. And all the additional damage that

we are asking for is simply $100,000." Well, Judge

Hawley would not permit any such element of damage

to be suggested. "Why," he said, upon the trial and

in his charge to the jury, "it is a mere speculation

whether these people will ever enter upon the costly

experiment of sinking such a shaft; that is mere specu-

lation, that is conjectural; no such view of damages

will be entertained in this case." And he simply shut

out the three-compartment shaft as a factor in the

computation of damages. And in his brief counsel

admits that he can find no justification for damages in

any possible expenditures that might be involved in

sinking the three-compartment shaft. Well, if that

be so—they got a verdict of $50,000— if that be so, and

he is entitled to his $10,000 back after nine years, and

if he is entitled to his $17,000 back which he says he

put into the second extension of the drift—$27,000 or

$25,000, as it is—where in the world did the jury find

any warrant under anything in the charge of the Court
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upon any principle of law in mulcting this company

for the additional $25,000? And so far as the $10,000

are concerned, and the 15, 16 or 17 thousand-this

item of $25,000, counsel rests his claim upon the theory

of prevention: that the Comstock Tunnel Company

prevented his client from extending that drift. And

he undertakes to suggest in his brief (and you will find

the language there) that without the use of this electric

power it was impossible to extend the drift; that with

the use of the old undershot wheel and the fan blower

the work of extending a drift was impossible: it could

not be accomplished.

Now I say this to your Honors with great con-

fidence: if they are entitled under such a contract as

that to take possession of three miles of our tunnel and

string their power wires, install their stations and set

up their transformers: if such an extreme proposition

can be read into a contract, even under the doctrine of

expressio unius—ii that be so, upon what sort of foot

do they stand here? Why, if they are entitled to in-

stall the electricity, then their measure of damages,

when we declined to permit the electric installation but

acceded always to the proposition that they should go

on and excavate with the water wheel and blower—

their measure of damages would be the difference in

expense between the water-wheel method of running

the thousand feet and the electric method of running

the thousand feet. And the only answer to that propo-

sition is this: "That it is impossible to run the drift

with the water wheel and the blower; the only way in
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which it can be run is by the electric plant; and when

you forbade us to use the electric plant you prevented

the performance of the contract, and you are therefore

responsible for these damages; and your assertion that

the measure of damages is the difference in cost be-

tween the water method and the electric method goes

upon the false assumption that the water method was

a feasible way, a practicable way to extend this drift."

I say it was feasible; I say that the drift could have

been extended by the water power; and I say their

own witnesses prove it; and I say the only distinction

between the two methods was one of cost. And upon

that proposition I shall very briefly call your Honors'

attention to the testimony of their own witnesses. For

instance, Mr. Gorham, the Superintendent of the

Chollar Mine and the Superintendent of this work of

excavation, their own witness, who bore their banner

in this fight.

Mr. Gorham gives this testimony: "Q. It is not

impossible, is it, Mr. Gorham, for you to continue that

drift? A. It could be done, yes sir. Q. But you

think it would be done at greater cost? A. Much
greater cost, and greater delay, so there would be no

object in doing it."

Their object, then, was to avoid the greater cost and

the greater delay.

"Q. But there was not an absolute prohibition by

the fact that you have the old methods? A. We
could adopt the old methods, and still continue the

drift slowly, at great cost."
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Again—I shall be very brief about this, but it is very

much to the point: here is what Mr. Kinkead, one of

their superintendents and one of their witnesses, de-

clares, "I think the men at that time were working

ten-hour shifts; their wages were $4 per day. They

certainly lost one-third of the time because of the con-

dition the drift was in."

The insufficiency, or the limitations of the water-

power system, according to this gentleman, involved a

loss of one-third of the time. "We could extend that

drift by the use of electricity and the air and power

supplied by it, for one-half the money it would cost of

running the drift under the conditions existing when

the drift was stopped and in half the time."

And, finally—and the thing is put here very appo-

sitely—Mr. Kinkead gives the following testimony:

"Why," he says, speaking about the feasibility of con-

tinuing this drift within the language of this contract,

"I admit it is possible, of course. I heard Mr. Ross"

—another of their witnesses
—"say it could be finished,

and he is a good mining man, but he didn't say that it

was practicable." That sounds like a typographical

error in view of what he says in the next sentence or

two: "He said it could be done, and I say it could be

done, too. I heard Mr. Gorham say it could be done,

and I say it could be done; it is possible."

Now listen to this, your Honors: "And the only

difference between doing it in that way and by means

of the electrical outfit that we are endeavoring to put
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in there, was simply a question of the difference in the

cost of doing it."

And yet this jury brings in a verdict of $50,000

against us, when it was shown by their own testimony

that the difference in cost between the two methods

would be from $18,000 to $20,000. And yet the jury

brings in a verdict here of $50,000.

As you see from the testimony which I have read,

there is no question of prevention in the case at all; it

was simply this point: that they could do the work

cheaper with electricity at the expense of the user of

our property, not contracted for by us; and if it had

been within the terms of the contract it was simply a

question, not of prevention, but of the difference in the

cost, and that difference was $18,000 or $20,000.

That is a very general and a very cursory statement

of some of the large features in the case; and those

questions are presented by exceptions taken and by the

charge of the Court, and show, we think, the failure

of the jury in any way to respond to any principle of

the law of damages contained in the charge of the

Court.
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Mr. HUFFAKER—May it please the Court: A
great deal of the argument and statement of my friend

Deal in this case, in my judgment, the way we look at

it from our standpoint, is on a par with a vast amount

of the evidence in the. record; it is outside of the con-

tract sued on. Hence it is immaterial, and has no bear-
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ing upon the question that is involved in this writ of

error.

I have noticed in my brief, to which counsel refers,

this proposition : that the complaint alleges that by

virtue of this contract it has a certain right; and that

the allegation of the complaint as to a breach of the

contract does not reach the alleged right that it has;

and that, when he comes to introduce his evidence and

make out his case, the allegation of the complaint is not

within the evidence and the case made by him.

That is the point. Not that the complaint, if

proved, does not state a cause of action; but there is

such a variance between the allegation and the proof

that there is nothing to go to a jury when his case was

finished.

That is upon this theory and upon this proposition:

that we have a right to stand upon the contract that we

made with the Occidental Company and with the

Chollar Company. The Contract A, referred to by

my associate Dunne, is as they stated. Its purpose was

to settle this controversy; and in settling the contro-

versy and writing it down in that contract, as is often

the case with contracting parties, some other things

were thought of, and the other things, so far as this case

is concerned, are the running of a drift as stated in the

contract, in a general southerly direction from a point

where the Sutro Tunnel cuts the Brunswick Lode.

Now this lode that counsel have been talking about

is in the record the Brunswick Lode. The Brunswick

Lode lies from about a mile to a mile and a half east
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of the Comstock Lode; and of course the tunnel in

passing to the Comstock Lode passed through the

Brunswick Lode. And the claims of plaintiff about

which the controversy arose are on the Brunswick

Lode and not on the Comstock Lode.

The Occidental Company says in the contract that it

desires this drift run—a drift run in a general south-

erly direction. After reciting that, then it makes a

contract with the Tunnel Company and hires the Tun-

nel Company to run that drift iooo feet. That is the

language of the contract—iooo feet; then it introduces

Article 7, and says, that if the Tunnel Company, after

running this iooo feet, desires to continue the drift

iooo feet farther, making 2000 feet from the initial

point, it shall have the option to run the additional

iooo feet upon the same terms and condition as the first

iooo feet.

Now we contend that this is a contract of hiring;

that the Defendant in Error hired the Comstock Tun-

nel Company to run iooo feet of this drift—which it

had a right to do. It could hire anybody to run it. It

coud hire them to run it 1500 feet, or to run it 500 feet;

they could contract for any distance, in our view of the

case. But when, so far as this drift is concerned, and

all questions attending it under Contract A—when the

work provided for with reference to the drift was com-

pleted and paid for, that that ended Contract A, so far

as this Zadig Drift is concerned.

Of course, there are other provisions in the contract

about other matters, and as long as the conditions exist
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with reference to those, the contract is good as to those.

But as to the Zadig Drift and its extension or work,

that contract was at an end and so treated by the parties

when that iooo feet were run by the Tunnel Company.

It remained there. In the meantime, as stated by

counsel, the Chollar Company and the Potosi Com-

pany became interested on this Brunswick Lode in

1898. Then they entered into a contract among them-

selves, as referred to, that they would take up this work

of extending it and running it to the south line of the

Potosi—it is the north line of the Occidental; and an-

other hiring took place. Then, so far as the Occi-

dental was concerned, it hired the Chollar Mining

Company to carry this drift on to the south line of the

Potosi Mining Company. The Chollar Company

could not do that unless it got permission from the

Tunnel Company to go into this Zadig Drift, because

that part of_ it, under former contracts, was the prop-

erty of the Tunnel Company. Then it entered into

Contract C, as has been stated here, to enable it to carry

out its covenant with the Potosi and the Occidental for

extending the drift. In this Contract C there is the

provision which was read, and the other matters, that

the Comstock Tunnel Company agreed to do, sharpen-

ing tools, etc., referred to by counsel. No question has

ever been raised, and there is nothing in this record

with regard to those matters. There is no allegation

anywhere of a failure on the part of the Tunnel Com-

pany to comply with every covenant of that contract.

It furnished the wheel, it furnished the blower, and
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gave them the use of the water which it contracted to

do. We raise no question as to what the Chollar Min-

ing Company could do in running that drift. We had

nothing to do with that; we had nothing to do with the

work in that drift. The contract does not call for us

to do any work in that drift at all. The contract does

not provide for any work in the tunnel by anybody.

It does not refer to any of the work in the tunnel by

anybody at all. The only provision in Contract C
with regard to the Comstock Tunnel Company is this:

That during the work of extending the drift the Chol-

lar Mining Company should have the right to have its

men come from the mouth of the tunnel at Sutro City

up to the drift and go back, while the work of extend-

ing this drift was going on. The contract expressly

provides that that part of the Sutro Tunnel between

the mouth of the Zadig Drift and the mouth of the

tunnel should be for the use of the men working in the

tunnel, coming and going.

And that is the only right or user of the tunnel they

had, so far as the work of the drift is concerned, under

that contract. They had no contract, no right under

any contract, either
UC" or any other, to come west of

the mouth of the Zadig Drift towards the C and C
Shaft that they have been talking about; or the North

Lateral, where they speak of this drift—they had no

right in that direction.

It comes along simply to this proposition that is in-

volved in this case: that this contract calls expressly

for the Chollar Mining Company extending this drift
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southerly to the south line of the Potosi Mining Com-

pany. That is the express condition of the contract;

they were to run it southerly—that is, to extend it

southerly. It had been run southerly iooo feet; that

was in the direction of the Occidental Mine. Now,

the Chollar Company undertook to run it southerly

another iooo feet, or to the south line of the Potosi.

The difficulty of the Defendant in Error's case is

this: They are making their claim here on a contract

when their evidence shows that they left the contract

at the very start. Now, they were under a contract to

run this drift southerly, extend it southerly iooo feet.

Mr. Gorham says they cleaned it out a short distance

south, and then turned west; instead of running to the

south line of the Potosi, they turned west to reach the

St. John Lode—something that is not mentioned in the

contract, not contracted for at all.

Mr. DEAL—Major, may I ask you gentlemen if

you did not present a bill for it, and was it not paid?

Mr. HUFFAKER—I don't know anything about

that.

Mr. DEAL—The bills are there for a year for tons

of waste taken out.

IMr. DUNNE—We did not get any of that.

Mr. HUFFAKER— I am speaking now of a con-

tract which is express in its terms; and the party bring-

ing the suit, or its associate, the Chollar Mining Com-

pany, departing from the contract and then founding

an action upon the breach. The only thing that we

could possibly have done—we could not have done
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that—we had no right under that contract; the evi-

dence shows it; we had no right under that contract to

say a word about where these people went and what

they did. In fact, it is in this record that the Tunnel

Company proposed to these mining companies to con-

tinue the work of extension down to the south line; and

they said "No, we will do the work ourselves; our

companies will not consent to its being done by any-

body else."

The only thing in this case between Mr. Deal and

myself is this: that when the contract says that the

Tunnel Company was to run this drift iooo feet it

means what it says. The subject of that part of the

contract is the Zadig Drift, and it is definite in its

terms as to the distance the Tunnel Company was to

run it. It says iooo feet. The Tunnel Company ran

it iooo feet, and the Occidental Company paid the cost

of running iooo feet. It did not see fit to exercise its

option; and there is nothing binding when an option

is given and it is not exercised.

Of course, I will admit right here, and go no further

with this case: if these contracts can be construed as

contracts upon the part of the Tunnel Company to

operate these Brunswick Mines; if these are contracts

obligating the Comstock Tunnel Company to operate

the Brunswick Mines for the benefit of these com-

panies, then all that counsel says is true. But 1 say

that these are not contracts on the part of the Tunnel

Company to operate these mines. The Tunnel Com-

pany had no right to interfere with the work of those
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mines, or to interfere with any work in these mines,

they belonging to these mining companies.

Now, what is the clause in this contract upon which

counsel rests his whole claim as to the construction to

be given to this contract? He read it here. What
does it mean? What can it mean? That the mining

companies shall have the right to work their claims

through this drift? It expresses its own meaning in

the very next clause that follws, by this expression:

"whenever the claim is reached"—that is the language

—"whenever the claim is reached by the Zadig Drift

or can be worked from it." Now, what does that mean

in mining? It means just simply this: that if the party

can get through that drift to his mine, and is working

his mine, he shall have a right to go to his mine and

from it. I cannot conceive of any other thing it can

mean. This is simply a declaration of a right that

these parties shall have whenever that drift reaches

their mine—or, they can work their mine from or

through the drift.

All men in mining countries know what that means.

It is simply a right-of-way that parties have over or

through property that belongs to another.

Then comes our objection that they talk so much

about. It is not at all the Chollar Company obtaining

the water power and substituting electricity; that is not

it. We never objected to them using electricity, com-

pressed air, or anything else. But they come in and

tell us, "We can't use compressed air, because if we did

we would have to come from the mouth of the tunnel,
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and the pipes would be so large that it could not be

used." They say, "We can't use steam because we

can't generate air for a drift that far underground by

steam. " That is what they tell us. The water power

was insufficient, they say, when they got down there.

Then it was a question for the companies, and a ques-

tion upon the score of economy whether they would

abandon that or not and substitute something else.

Grant that they have the right to do it; does that give

them a right to a different use of the property that we

own? We contend that it does not. We contend this:

If you had the right, it is your own lookout; if you had

the right to discard the water power and put in elec-

tricity, and you wanted some other right or some other

use or some other franchise or some other easement or

some other property of ours than we had given you in

connection with the use of the water, then you must

contract with us or proceed according to the law of the

land and condemn it. Your right to substitute another

power in your operation does not give you any right to

take additional rights, privileges, franchises or prop-

erty from us. That is all the point there is in this case.

We did give them the use of the water, and we gave

them a position for the wheel and the blower. But

does that give them a right to leave that drift, come

across, and go on to the north side of the tunnel and

dig out a station 20 by 15 feet for the purpose of put-

ting in electric motors, transformers, and such other

machinery as they wanted in order to make electricity

for furnishing air in the drift? Not only that, but in
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order to make this machinery at the mouth of the drift

available for this purpose under the conditions existing

there, it was absolutely necessary for them to have a

right-of-way through that tunnel from this machinery

in this station to the C and C Shaft, through which all

these mining companies do their work. That is why
it was necessary that they should connect this ma-

chinery at the mouth of the drift to reach the power-

distributing station, so that the currents could go down

to operate the machinery to turn this fan and carry the

air into the drift.

Now, when this question arose, the correspondence

all through shows that the Tunnel Company was per-

fectly willing that they should contract for this addi-

tional privilege; and so far as the representatives of

these corporations were concerned, as appears from

the record, they did agree—they settled everything;

but when it came to the mining corporations to ratify,

they would not do it; they did not do it because, as ap-

pears from the record, they contended that they had

a right to do that—that is, that in the right to substitute

one power for another while they were working that

drift, carried with it the additional right to take what-

ever property that the grantor of the first right had

necessary to make the second grant available. That

is the point we dispute. We say that they did not have

that right. We say, "If you want another privilege

from us, you must contract for it, or you must proceed

under the law of the land to acquire it. You have no

right yourself to deprive us of our property; the law
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does not give you that right; and we won't tamely

submit to it." And there arose the dispute between

the parties; and because we insisted on a written con-

tract, not a verbal one. They promised us all sorts of

things verbally; but we are not bound to take that.

We said, "No, we don't want your verbal promises; we
want you to come right down here and put it in black

and white, so that we shall know where we stand and

what we are to do."

Well, they would not do that. Then we said to

them, "If you won't do that, we won't consent to your

taking our property." And they just simply backed

out and quit. They said, "It will cost us too much to

continue this drift and we will quit, and we will sue

for damages for a breach of contract." And we say

that the evidence, when taken altogether, does not show

any breach of contract. The only thing the evidence

shows anywhere—take the whole record through—is

that we objected to them putting up this electric in-

stallation.

Now, if a party makes a contract, and that contract

is definite in its terms, there is no room for construction.

And if we did not contract (which we did not) to sur-

render our property-right in the Sutro Tunnel guar-

anteed to us by the Act of Congress of 1866, recognized

by all these agreements, referred to in these contracts,

the one made in 1866 on the passage of the Act, the

other made in 1879 after the completion of the tunnel

between the owners of the Comstock mines and the

owners of the tunnel—recognizing our right and title
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and stating that we owned it—that gave us a property-

right in the tunnel, as much so as any man has to a

property-right in a house or to a lot in the city; and

this Chollar Mining Company and this Occidental

Mining Company had no more right without our con-

sent to walk in upon our tunnel and take it for its use

because of the changes of its power, than a stranger has

to walk up to a San Francisco inhabitant's lot and say,

"I want so much of your lot for my use."


